


283 NANO BANTAM®

With a modern take on the classic lockback design, this knife has 
contoured handle for easy handling and fits perfectly on a key chain.

 Blade    1-7/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    3” closed, .6 oz.
             Handle    Glass reinforced textured nylon             
                           Model #
     Muddy Girl     283CMS31 
   Green Camo     283CMS18
 Orange Camo     283CMS9
             Black     283BK

284 BANTAM® BBW
Easy handling, lightweight, one-hand deployment. The BBW® has  
a mid-lockback design, ridges at the top for added grip and lanyard 
hole for easy attachment.

 Blade    2-3/4” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    3-3/4” closed, 1.5 oz.
             Handle    Glass reinforced textured nylon             
                           Model #
     Muddy Girl     284CMS31 
   Green Camo     284CMS18
 Orange Camo     284CMS9
             Black     284BK

285 BANTAM® BL W
This mid-sized folder is perfect to suit daily needs. It locks open 
for safety and closes using a mid-lockback design.

 Blade    3-1/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-3/8” closed, 2.4 oz.
             Handle    Glass reinforced textured nylon             
                           Model #
     Muddy Girl     285CMS31 
   Green Camo     285CMS18
 Orange Camo     285CMS9
             Black     285BK
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286 BANTAM® BHW
Easy handling, lightweight, one-hand deployment. The BHW® also 
has a mid-lockback design, ridges at the top for added grip and 
lanyard hole for easy attachment.

 Blade    3-5/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    5-1/8” closed, 3.2 oz.
             Handle    Glass reinforced textured nylon             
                           Model #
     Muddy Girl     286CMS31 
   Green Camo     286CMS18
 Orange Camo     286CMS9
             Black     286BK2
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PAKLITE® FIELD MASTER KIT
When weight counts - pack light, cut easy. This 
set contains the Large Skinner, the Caper and the 
Guthook. Each knife is of a minimalist design, but is 
surgically efficient. For easy cleaning and de-scenting, 
the sheath itself is built with removable liners. Once 
these liners are removed the sheath is washable. 
Zipper pockets are included in the sheath for carrying 
tags and other necessary items. The back of the 
sheath has an adjustable belt strap, so carrying this 
pack is easy and comfortable.    
 Blade    Skinner, Caper & Guthook, 420HC steel
              Overall    8-1/2” x 4-1/4” 
             Weight    12 oz. including sheath
             Handle    420HC steel or 420HC with orange  
                              traction coating
             Sheath    Heavy-duty nylon, Realtree™ Xtra®

                              Green camo             
                             Model #
          Stainless     0141SSSVP2 
Orange Traction     0141ORSVP2
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110 FOLDING HUNTER® 

A traditional favorite! Buck’s Folding Hunter was created in 1963 when Al Buck 
decided that a revolutionary lockblade knife was needed by outdoorsmen who 
wanted a sturdy knife but did not want to carry a long fixed-blade knife. The Folding 
Hunter, after over 50 years, is still one of America’s best-selling knives.

 Blade    3-3/4” clip, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-7/8” closed, 7.2 oz.
             Handle    Macassar Ebony Dymondwood® with brass bolsters
            Sheath    Geniune leather

112 RANGER® 

Classic, reliable tool. Smaller version of the 110 Folding Hunter®. Easy 
opening and closing with the nail notch and lockback design.

 Blade    3” clip, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-1/4” closed, 5.6 oz.
             Handle    Macassar Ebony Dymondwood® with brass bolsters
            Sheath    Geniune leather

119 SPECIAL® 

For the outdoorsmen who prefer the absolute solid feel of a fixed blade, the 
Special® sets the standard by which others are measured.

 Blade    6” clip, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    10-1/2” overall, 119: 7.5 oz.  119BR: 10.5 oz.
             Handle    119: Phenolic with aluminum pommel/guard
                           119BR: Cocobolo DymaLux® with brass pommel/guard
            Sheath    Geniune leather             
                           Model #
              Black     119 
        Cocobola     119BR

673 BUCKLITE MAX® SMALL
Compact, lightweight and durable. This hunting knife was designed 
with full tang construction and Alcryn® MPR rubber handles for 
superior performance in demanding end-use environments. The 
additional large integrated finger grooves and grip areas provide 
safety of use.

 Blade    3-1/4” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    7-3/8” overall, 2.8 oz. 
             Handle    Black & Muddy Water: Textured Alcryn® rubber
                           Orange: Dynaflex®

            Sheath    Black & Orange: Heavy duty polyester, black
                           Muddy Water: Matching heavy duty polyester             
                           Model #
              Black     673BKS 
           Orange     673ORS
  Muddy Water     673CMS32

546BKS OPEN SEASON® FOLDING HUNTER
Start the season out right! This folding skinner fits perfectly in the gen-
uine black leather sheath and was designed for easily skinning game 
while ensuring edge retention and corrosion resistance.

 Blade    3-3/4” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-3/4” closed, 6 oz.
             Handle    Thermoplastic
            Sheath    Heavy duty polyester
                  Clip    Stainless steel, removable
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SILVER CREEK™ FILLETS
These fillet knives are designed for added flexibility and corrosion 
resistance. They have a titanium coated blade with a rubberized 
anti-slip grip and a stainless steel safety guard.    
 Blade    223BLS: 6-3/8” flexible titanium coated, 420J2 steel
                           225BLS: 9-5/8” flexible titanium coated, 420J2 steel
   Length/Weight    223BLS: 11-1/8” overall, 5.0 oz. 
                           225BLS: 14-3/8” overall, 5.3 oz.
             Handle    Glass reinforced polypropylene with TPE rubber and 
                              a stainless steel guard  
             Sheath    Injection molded plastic with integrated belt clip and  
                              stylized drain hole             
                             Model #
            6” Fillet     223BLS 
            9” Fillet     225BLS

CLEARWATER™ FILLETS
These flexible fillet knives have a comfortable and safe rubberized 
handle, and an injection molded sheath with drainage holes for 
easy carry and stowing. The full tang blade features a triple edge 
design with backside edging for breaking down fish during non-fillet 
cuts. A great fit for both freshwater and salt water anglers alike!    
 Blade    023RDS: 6” flexible 420HC
                           027RDS: 9” flexible 420HC
   Length/Weight    023RDS: 12-1/4” overall, 3.3 oz. 
                           027RDS: 15-1/4” overall, 3.9 oz.
             Handle    Nylon and tactile feel overmold   
             Sheath    Injection molded nylon             
                             Model #
            6” Fillet     023RDS 
            9” Fillet     027RDS
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837BKS SELKIRK FIRESTARTER
The FireStarter was designed to help maximize survival in rugged 
situations. From building fires to signaling for help, the FireStarter 
features helpful tools in a lightweight, easy to carry configuration.    
        Fire Steel    420 steel  
   Length/Weight    4-1/8” overall, 1.3 oz. 
          Features    Striker notch, bottle opener, straight-bit screwdriver,  
                             1/4” hex for driver bits and line tensioner. Includes 
                             2-1/4” ferrocerium striker with integrated whistle

COMPADRE SERIES
Designed and engineered with the outdoor enthusiast in mind. 
The Compadre Series offers full tang construction and heavy-duty, 
stylish Heritage Walnut DymaLux® handles while the red powder 
coated blade adds style, visibility  and uniqueness. 

108WAS COMPADRE FROE®    
             Blade    9-1/2” red powder coated, 5160 spring steel
   Length/Weight    16-3/4” overall, 23.2 oz.
             Handle    Heritage Walnut DymaLux®

            Sheath    Genuine leather with stainless steel attachment ring

106WAS COMPADRE AXE®    
             Blade    3” red powder coated, 5160 spring steel
   Length/Weight    12-3/4” overall, 23.4 oz.
             Handle    Heritage Walnut DymaLux®

            Sheath    Genuine leather with stainless steel attachment ring

104WAS COMPADRE CAMP KNIFE®    
             Blade    4-1/2” drop point red powder coated, 5160 spring steel
   Length/Weight    9-1/2” overall, 7.1 oz.
             Handle    Heritage Walnut DymaLux®

            Sheath    Genuine leather with belt loop attachment



PBK08468 OUTDOOR ESSENTIALS 

CAMP AXE
Small, convenient and multi-purpose. This small Camp Axe comes 
with a convenient sheath to keep the blade protected and the 
back of the axe works well for pounding in stakes at the campsite.

 Blade    3” forged, powder-coated, high-carbon steel
   Length/Weight    12-1/4” overall, 17.2 oz.
             Handle    Ergonomic shaped, high-impact plastic
            Sheath    Molded nylon

FOLDING SAW
Outdoorsmen looking to lighten their load will appreciate this 
lightweight folding saw. The blade is removable for easy cleaning.

 Blade    6-1/4” with off-set teeth in hardened steel
   Length/Weight    8-1/2” closed, 4.3 oz.
             Handle    Molded ABS plastic with comfortable contouring

183 CROSSLOCK HOOF PICK
Designed for work on the ranch or trail, the Hoof Pick also has a 
3” partially serrated, spear point blade created for other tasks 
such as cutting rope and leather. Used together, the spear point 
and hoof pick are must haves in the stable and on the go. 

 Blade    3-1/4” modified spear point, partially serrated,  
                               420HC steel
          Hoof Pick    3” 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-3/4” closed, 4.4 oz.
             Sheath    Heavy duty polyester, brown
                 Clip    Stainless steel removable, reversible             
                             Model #
              Brown     0183BRS 
                 Red     0183RDS

160SSS SMIDGEN®

Compact, high-quality fixed blade knife. Made of durable 420HC 
stainless steel and conveniently stowed in an injection molded 
nylon sheath, the Smidgen® is intended for anyone needing a 
small, easily accessible knife. 

 Blade    1-7/8” talon, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-1/4” in sheath, 1.3 oz. in sheath
             Sheath    Rigid, injection molded nylon
          Features    Clip carrying attachment and knotted flat paracord

753 REDPOINT RESCUE
During a crisis, the Redpoint Rescue has the features necessary 
to help save lives. It comes equipped with a Titanium coated, 
partially serrated blade, Buck’s SUR-Lock SafeSpin opening 
technology for safe and easy deployment and a rubberized handle 
for a sure grip. The Titanium coated handle end can be used as a 
glass breaker (for tempered glass) and the handle also includes a 
seat belt cutter. 

 Blade    2-3/4” drop point, partially serrated, 
                               titanium coated 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-3/8” closed, 2.9 oz.
             Handle    All weather grip, ETP handle with rubber overmold
                 Clip    Removable, discreet carry             
                             Model #
              Yellow     0753YWX 
               Black     0753BKX

299ORG STRAP CUTTER
Simply a strap cutter with a glass breaker feature, it’s the perfect 
safety tool to keep in the vehicle. The ergonomic shape and 
longer design increase the width of the cutting edge. Designed 
for both strap cutting and glass breaking, this compact tool is so 
lightweight, it’s hard to notice it until you need it. 

 Blade    12C27Mod Sandvik steel
   Length/Weight    5-1/2” overall, 1.5 oz.
            Sheath    Heavy duty polyester with adjustable visor strap
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759 METRO™
Small, convenient and multi-purpose. This compact knife has 
numerous features including a small blade, a bottle and soda 
can opener and can be easily attached to a key ring. 

 Blade    1-1/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    2-3/8” closed, 1.5 oz.
             Handle    Anodized 6061-T6 aluminum
          Features    Bottle opener, lanyard hole             
                             Model #
                 Blue    759BLS 
               Black     759BKS
                Jade     759GRS

ONE-HAND 
OPENING & CLOSING
Buck® Knives offers one-hand open and 
close models to accomodate one simple 
fact of everyday life: the other hand is 
often busy.

CAN BE
CUSTOMIZED
Buck® Knives can be customized. 
Please call for imprinting options.

750 REDPOINT®

Safe, convenient and reliable. This knife offers one-hand SafeSpin™ 
deployment for easy opening and closing without having to touch the 
blade. The all-weather grip allows the user to handle the knife in any 
conditions and the oversized Utility Arch™ and belt clip provide many 
carrying options. 

 Blade    2-3/4” drop point, partially serrated, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-3/8” closed, 2.9 oz.
             Handle    All-weather grip, glass reinforced nylon handle   
                              with rubber overmold
                 Clip    Removable, deep pocket carry
           Features    Utility Arch™ with integrated bottle opener, 
                              blade locks open and closed             
                             Model #
              Yellow     750YWX 
               Black     750BKX
                 Blue     750BLX

818 APEX
The Apex is a smooth, one-hand opening, versatile folder designed 
with mountain climbers in mind. The wicked sharp blade and stylish 
aluminum handle with added bottle opener, come together to make a 
thin, sleek, multi-functional, E-lock knife. With a sturdy carabiner clip, 
the Apex is never too far from reach. 

 Blade    2-5/8 ” drop point, 420HC steel 
                           818CFS: titanium coated
   Length/Weight    3-3/4” closed, 1.7 oz.
             Handle    818ORS/818PPS: Anodized aluminum
                           818CFS: Carbon fiber
                 Clip    Removable, stainless steel
           Features    Carabiner with integrated bottle opener, pocket clip              
                             Model #
             Orange     818ORS 
              Purple     818PPS
    Carbon Fiber     818CFS



293BKS INERTIA
Fast, smooth and effective, the Inertia springs open with a 
single flick of the thumb. The aluminum handle includes added 
grip features with a removable stainless steel clip for discreet 
deep pocket carry. The heavy duty fasteners enhance the durable 
construction.

 Blade    3-1/8” drop point, stonewash finish, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-5/8 ” closed, 4.3 oz.
             Handle    Anodized 6061-T6 aluminum with textured grooves
                 Clip    Stainless steel, removable, discreet deep pocket carry
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327 NOBLEMAN™ 

The Nobleman™ is an elegantly sculpted, slimline gent’s knife. Contributing to 
the slim profile while reducing weight is the frame-lock design that keeps the 
blade locked open with a channeled part. A long time favorite, the Nobleman’s 
sleek design feels as good as it look.

 Blade    2-5/8” drop point, 440A steel
   Length/Weight    3-3/4” closed, 2.6 oz.
             Handle    Brushed stainless steel/EDM texture
                 Clip    Removable, deep pocket carry 

326 SCHOLAR™ 

Contemporary, slimline design with one-hand deployment. With a mirror 
polished blade and handle, this knife makes the perfect engravable gift for a 
person looking for a small pocket knife.

 Blade    1-7/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    2-3/4” closed, 1.3 oz.
             Handle    Polished stainless steel/EDM texture 

425BK MINIBUCK™ 

So light weight you won’t even know it’s there! This is an old Buck® knife brought 
back due to its popularity. The small size, durable blade and light weight make 
it a favorite among many. The blade locks open using a lockback design, so it is 
completely safe to cut with. The textured handle is easy to grip and comfortable 
to use.

 Blade    1-7/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    2-7/8” closed, 1 oz.
             Handle    Valox™

525AFS GENT® 

Classic, slimline design. With a classic lockback design and stainless steel 
handle, this knife makes the perfect engravable gift for a person looking for a 
small pocket knife.

 Blade    1-7/8” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    2-3/4” closed, 1.4 oz.
             Handle    Stainless steel with acrylic overlay

345BKS VANTAGE®  SELECT
Smooth and lightweight. This knife offers an ultra smooth, one-hand opening and 
lock open using a stainless steel liner lock. The Vantage® is built with two stainless 
steel liners for extra durability and safety. Each knife has an ergonomic grip and 
the drop point blade offers remarkable cutting ability. The Vantage® is ideal for an 
everyday carrying knife.

 Blade    3-1/4” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    4-3/8” closed, 3.7 oz.
             Handle    Black glass reinforced nylon
                 Clip    Reversible, deep pocket, tip-up carry
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501 SQUIRE™ 

Classic, compact, everyday carry. The drop point blade of the Squire provides 
good control for slicing. Easy opening and closing with the nail notch and lock-
back design.

 Blade    2-3/4” drop point, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    3-3/4” closed, 3 oz.
             Handle    Rosewood DymaLux® with nickel silver bolsters
             Sheath    Geniune leather

302RWS SOLITAIRE® 

The Solitaire offers a choice to those looking for a larger pocket knife, yet also a 
simple, more slimline one. Many find they only need and use one blade, so why 
carry the extra weight?

 Blade    2-7/8” clip, 420HC steel
   Length/Weight    3-7/8” closed, 1.9 oz.
             Handle    Rosewood Dymondwood® with brass bolsters

379BRW SOLO 

Traditional, compact pocket knife. This single bladed knife has a clip blade, 
perfect for detail work, piercing and cutting in tight places.

 Blade    2-3/16” clip, 420J2 steel
   Length/Weight    3” closed, .9 oz.
             Handle    Woodgrain with nickel silver bolsters

389BRS CANOE 

Classic, convenient and multi-purpose. A dual purpose knife with a spear blade, 
featuring a strong tip for piercing and a pen blade perfect for an all purpose 
blade.

            Blades    2-1/2” spear, 1-7/8”  pen, 420J2 steel
   Length/Weight    3-5/8” closed, 2.7 oz.
             Handle    Woodgrain with nickel silver bolsters
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